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Overview

• Goal: develop a compressed full-text index

• Like a suffix trie, support efficient search 
for all occurrences of a string, P[1..p]

• But have the data structure occupy less 
space than the original text

• Recall: storage requirement of suffix 
tries is linear in the size of text

• Achieve this using compressed Suffix Arrays



Suffix Arrays (Manber 93)

• Like suffix tries, are a data structure which 
efficiently represents all suffixes of a text

• Basic implementation is very simple

• Possible to compress suffix arrays, while still 
supporting operations efficiently



Example: ‘abracadabra’
a b r a c a d a b r a

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

position suffix
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3

a
abra
abracadabra
acadabra
adabra
bra
bracadabra
cadabra
dabra
ra
racadabra

• Think of storing all suffixes of 
‘abracadabra’ in sorted order

• Except, just represent each 
suffix by its starting position in 
the original string

• Note similarity to BWT

There’ll be more on the BWT connection 
later.



• Think about doing a binary 
search for ‘abra’

• Except, only compare on 
first 4 characters

• And do 2 searches: one to 
get each side of match 
range

• Worst case:

Example: search for P[1..p]= ‘abra’

position suffix

11
8
1
4
6
9
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5
7

10
3

a
abra
abracadabra
acadabra
adabra
bra
bracadabra
cadabra
dabra
ra
racadabra

a b r a c a d a b r a

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

O(p lg n)



• Naive search can make 
redundant char comparisons

• Suppose we narrow search 
to interval: a ... adabra

• All suffixes in this 
interval start with ‘a’; so 
skip this character

• Can get down to worst-case:

Optimizing search
position suffix

11
8
1
4
6
9
2
5
7

10
3

a
abra
abracadabra
acadabra
adabra
bra
bracadabra
cadabra
dabra
ra
racadabra O(p + lg n)

Basically, if we know common prefix length for all pairs of suffixes, then comparisons become constant time (just compare 
the char at the first position that differs).

Observation is that we don’t need all pairs, since there are only N-2 possible triples the binary search could visit. So we 
can precompute this.

Reminiscent of arithmetic coding, where once we have narrowed the interval to a range whose values all start with the 
same digit, we can just send that digit right away.

O(P+lg N) is best possible (need to at least scan whole pattern once, and binary search takes lg N).



Construction

• Simplest thing: just sort the suffixes using 
your favorite sorting algorithm

• Not great, as it makes redundant character 
comparisons

• Manber and Meyers (1991) give a linear time 
string suffix sorting algorithm

• Can also build in linear time by constructing 
the suffix trie and traversing it



Compressed Suffix Arrays: the 
FM-index (Ferragina 2000, 2004)

• Note: this is one of several 
CSA proposals

• Grossi 2000, Sadakane 
2000, Makinen 2004

• Suffix array looks an awful lot 
like the BWT matrix

• If we add ‘$’ to each suffix and 
‘loop around’, last col is BWT

• Call this matrix M 

position suffix

11
8
1
4
6
9
2
5
7

10
3

$abracadabra
a$abracadabr
abra$abracad
abracadabra$
acadabra$abr
adabra$abrac
bra$abracada
bracadabra$a
cadabra$abra
dabra$abraca
ra$abracadab
racadabra$ab

Given the BWT, we can reconstruct all rows of the BWT matrix, M, and hence, the suffix array of T.

The suffix array is implicitly present in the BWT



Searching BWT-compressed text

• Let T[1..n] be original text,  P[1..p] is search 
string 

• Let Z be BWT-compressed version of T

• compute BWT(T):  Tbw

• encode move-to-front of  Tbw :  Tmtf

• run-length-encode 0 runs in Tbw : Trl

• prefix-code Trl to get Z



Step 1: get SA rows

• First/Last: start/end positions of matches in suffix array
• C[c] counts occurrences of characters {1, 2, ..., c-1}
• Occ(c,k) counts occurrences of c in Tbw[1,k]
• Key observation: LF[i] = C[Tbw[i]] + Occ(Tbw[i], i) gives row of 

M which begins with Tbw[i]
• Tbw[LF[i]] gives the character before Tbw[i] in T

• Note that this searches for the pattern ‘backwards’

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

0
11
8
1
4
6
9
2
5
7

10
3

$abracadabra
a$abracadabr
abra$abracad
abracadabra$
acadabra$abr
adabra$abrac
bra$abracada
bracadabra$a
cadabra$abra
dabra$abraca
ra$abracadab
racadabra$ab

For example in Figure 1 we have LF (10) = C[s] + Occ(s, 10) = 12; and in fact
T bwt[10] and F [LF (10)] = F [12] both correspond to the first s in the string
mississippi.

The LF (·) mapping allows us to scan the text T backward. Namely, if T [k] =
T bwt[i] then T [k!1] = T bwt[LF (i)]. For example in Fig. 1 we have that T [3] = s
is the 10th character of T bwt and we correctly have T [2] = T bwt[LF (10)] =
T bwt[12] = i (see [3] for details).

2.3 The FM-index

The FM-index is a self-index that allows to e!ciently search for the occurrences
of an arbitrary pattern P [1, p] as a substring of the text T [1, n]. Pattern P is
provided on-line whereas the text T is given to be preprocessed in advance. The
number of pattern occurrences in T is hereafter indicated with occ. The term
self-index highlights the fact that T is not stored explicitly but it can be derived
from the FM-index.

The FM-index consists of a compressed representation of T bwt together with
some auxiliary information which makes it possible to compute in O(1) time
the value Occ(c, q) for any character c and for any q, 0 " q " n. The two
key procedures to operate on the FM-index are: the counting of the number of
pattern occurrences (shortly get rows), and the location of their positions in the
text T (shortly get position). Note that the counting process returns the value
occ, whereas the location process returns occ distinct integers in the range [1, n].

Algorithm get rows(P [1, p])

1. i ! p, c ! P [p], First ! C[c] + 1, Last ! C[c + 1];
2. while ((First " Last) and (i # 2)) do
3. c ! P [i $ 1];
4. First ! C[c] + Occ(c, First $ 1) + 1;
5. Last ! C[c] + Occ(c, Last);
6. i ! i $ 1;
7. if (Last < First) then return “no rows prefixed by P [1, p]” else return

(First, Last).

Fig. 2. Algorithm get rows for finding the set of rows prefixed by P [1, p], and thus for
counting the pattern’s occurrences occ = Last$First+1. Recall that C[c] is the number
of text characters which are alphabetically smaller than c, and that Occ(c, q) denotes
the number of occurrences of character c in T bwt[1, q].

Figure 2 sketches the pseudocode of the counting operation that works in p
phases, numbered from p to 1. The i-th phase preserves the following invariant:
The parameter First points to the first row of the BWT matrix MT prefixed by
P [i, p], and the parameter Last points to the last row of MT prefixed by P [i, p].

If the suffix array is a permutation of 1,2..n, this algorithm finds the range in the permutation where the search pattern 
occurs (aka, the ‘rows’ of the suffix array).

So, if we were searching for ‘abra’, it would only return (2,3), not (8,1). And we need a third step to actually extract the 
text from positions 8 and 1 of the original text.

Computing Occ(c,k) in constant time given only the compressed text is the tricky part. More on this later.
LF is the last-to-first column mapping.
Note that if we can compute Occ(c,k) quickly, we can also compute bwt[i] quickly: just loop through all the characters and 
see which character’s occurrence count has increased going from i=j-1 to i=j.
* This isn’t explicitly mentioned in the paper



Example: P[1..p] = ‘abra’ row

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

$abracadabra
a$abracadabr
abra$abracad
abracadabra$
acadabra$abr
adabra$abrac
bra$abracada
bracadabra$a
cadabra$abra
dabra$abraca
ra$abracadab
racadabra$ab

• ith phase has invariant that [First, Last] is 
range of rows in M which have P[i,p] as a 
prefix

• start with i = 4, c = P[4] = ‘a’, 
• First = C[‘a’]+1 = 2, Last = C[‘b’] = 6
• c = ‘r’, then adjust [First, Last] interval based 

on new character

For example in Figure 1 we have LF (10) = C[s] + Occ(s, 10) = 12; and in fact
T bwt[10] and F [LF (10)] = F [12] both correspond to the first s in the string
mississippi.

The LF (·) mapping allows us to scan the text T backward. Namely, if T [k] =
T bwt[i] then T [k!1] = T bwt[LF (i)]. For example in Fig. 1 we have that T [3] = s
is the 10th character of T bwt and we correctly have T [2] = T bwt[LF (10)] =
T bwt[12] = i (see [3] for details).

2.3 The FM-index

The FM-index is a self-index that allows to e!ciently search for the occurrences
of an arbitrary pattern P [1, p] as a substring of the text T [1, n]. Pattern P is
provided on-line whereas the text T is given to be preprocessed in advance. The
number of pattern occurrences in T is hereafter indicated with occ. The term
self-index highlights the fact that T is not stored explicitly but it can be derived
from the FM-index.

The FM-index consists of a compressed representation of T bwt together with
some auxiliary information which makes it possible to compute in O(1) time
the value Occ(c, q) for any character c and for any q, 0 " q " n. The two
key procedures to operate on the FM-index are: the counting of the number of
pattern occurrences (shortly get rows), and the location of their positions in the
text T (shortly get position). Note that the counting process returns the value
occ, whereas the location process returns occ distinct integers in the range [1, n].

Algorithm get rows(P [1, p])

1. i ! p, c ! P [p], First ! C[c] + 1, Last ! C[c + 1];
2. while ((First " Last) and (i # 2)) do
3. c ! P [i $ 1];
4. First ! C[c] + Occ(c, First $ 1) + 1;
5. Last ! C[c] + Occ(c, Last);
6. i ! i $ 1;
7. if (Last < First) then return “no rows prefixed by P [1, p]” else return

(First, Last).

Fig. 2. Algorithm get rows for finding the set of rows prefixed by P [1, p], and thus for
counting the pattern’s occurrences occ = Last$First+1. Recall that C[c] is the number
of text characters which are alphabetically smaller than c, and that Occ(c, q) denotes
the number of occurrences of character c in T bwt[1, q].

Figure 2 sketches the pseudocode of the counting operation that works in p
phases, numbered from p to 1. The i-th phase preserves the following invariant:
The parameter First points to the first row of the BWT matrix MT prefixed by
P [i, p], and the parameter Last points to the last row of MT prefixed by P [i, p].Invariant is essentially that we could stop the search at any time and have the correct range.

Last := C[‘r’]+Occ(‘r’,6)
*C[‘r’]+Occ(‘r’,5) would give the row at which bwt[5] appeared as the first char
* If bwt[6]=’r’, then C[‘r’]+Occ(‘r’,6) would give the row at which bwt[6] appears as the first char.
* So you can think of C[‘r’]+Occ(‘r’,6) as giving the row at which the latest ‘r’ in bwt[1,6] appears as the first char.
* Note that the latest ‘r’ in the bwt col will be the latest ‘r’ in the first col
* Likewise for the First
* So the invariant is preserved by the update
* Note that if there’s no occurrences of the new char, First and Last cross, and search halts



Example: P[1..p] = ‘abra’ row
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6
7
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9
10
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12
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a$abracadabr
abra$abracad
abracadabra$
acadabra$abr
adabra$abrac
bra$abracada
bracadabra$a
cadabra$abra
dabra$abraca
ra$abracadab
racadabra$ab

• ith phase has invariant that [First, Last] is 
range of rows in M which have P[i,p] as a 
prefix

• start with i = 4, c = P[4] = ‘a’, 
• First = C[‘a’]+1 = 2, Last = C[‘b’] = 6
• c = ‘r’, then adjust [First, Last] interval based 

on new character

For example in Figure 1 we have LF (10) = C[s] + Occ(s, 10) = 12; and in fact
T bwt[10] and F [LF (10)] = F [12] both correspond to the first s in the string
mississippi.

The LF (·) mapping allows us to scan the text T backward. Namely, if T [k] =
T bwt[i] then T [k!1] = T bwt[LF (i)]. For example in Fig. 1 we have that T [3] = s
is the 10th character of T bwt and we correctly have T [2] = T bwt[LF (10)] =
T bwt[12] = i (see [3] for details).

2.3 The FM-index

The FM-index is a self-index that allows to e!ciently search for the occurrences
of an arbitrary pattern P [1, p] as a substring of the text T [1, n]. Pattern P is
provided on-line whereas the text T is given to be preprocessed in advance. The
number of pattern occurrences in T is hereafter indicated with occ. The term
self-index highlights the fact that T is not stored explicitly but it can be derived
from the FM-index.

The FM-index consists of a compressed representation of T bwt together with
some auxiliary information which makes it possible to compute in O(1) time
the value Occ(c, q) for any character c and for any q, 0 " q " n. The two
key procedures to operate on the FM-index are: the counting of the number of
pattern occurrences (shortly get rows), and the location of their positions in the
text T (shortly get position). Note that the counting process returns the value
occ, whereas the location process returns occ distinct integers in the range [1, n].

Algorithm get rows(P [1, p])

1. i ! p, c ! P [p], First ! C[c] + 1, Last ! C[c + 1];
2. while ((First " Last) and (i # 2)) do
3. c ! P [i $ 1];
4. First ! C[c] + Occ(c, First $ 1) + 1;
5. Last ! C[c] + Occ(c, Last);
6. i ! i $ 1;
7. if (Last < First) then return “no rows prefixed by P [1, p]” else return

(First, Last).

Fig. 2. Algorithm get rows for finding the set of rows prefixed by P [1, p], and thus for
counting the pattern’s occurrences occ = Last$First+1. Recall that C[c] is the number
of text characters which are alphabetically smaller than c, and that Occ(c, q) denotes
the number of occurrences of character c in T bwt[1, q].

Figure 2 sketches the pseudocode of the counting operation that works in p
phases, numbered from p to 1. The i-th phase preserves the following invariant:
The parameter First points to the first row of the BWT matrix MT prefixed by
P [i, p], and the parameter Last points to the last row of MT prefixed by P [i, p].Invariant is essentially that we could stop the search at any time and have the correct range.

Last := C[‘r’]+Occ(‘r’,6)
*C[‘r’]+Occ(‘r’,5) would give the row at which bwt[5] appeared as the first char
* If bwt[6]=’r’, then C[‘r’]+Occ(‘r’,6) would give the row at which bwt[6] appears as the first char.
* So you can think of C[‘r’]+Occ(‘r’,6) as giving the row at which the latest ‘r’ in bwt[1,6] appears as the first char.
* Note that the latest ‘r’ in the bwt col will be the latest ‘r’ in the first col
* Likewise for the First
* So the invariant is preserved by the update
* Note that if there’s no occurrences of the new char, First and Last cross, and search halts



Example: P[1..p] = ‘abra’ row
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• ith phase has invariant that [First, Last] is 
range of rows in M which have P[i,p] as a 
prefix

• start with i = 4, c = P[4] = ‘a’, 
• First = C[‘a’]+1 = 2, Last = C[‘b’] = 6
• c = ‘r’, then adjust [First, Last] interval based 

on new character

For example in Figure 1 we have LF (10) = C[s] + Occ(s, 10) = 12; and in fact
T bwt[10] and F [LF (10)] = F [12] both correspond to the first s in the string
mississippi.

The LF (·) mapping allows us to scan the text T backward. Namely, if T [k] =
T bwt[i] then T [k!1] = T bwt[LF (i)]. For example in Fig. 1 we have that T [3] = s
is the 10th character of T bwt and we correctly have T [2] = T bwt[LF (10)] =
T bwt[12] = i (see [3] for details).

2.3 The FM-index

The FM-index is a self-index that allows to e!ciently search for the occurrences
of an arbitrary pattern P [1, p] as a substring of the text T [1, n]. Pattern P is
provided on-line whereas the text T is given to be preprocessed in advance. The
number of pattern occurrences in T is hereafter indicated with occ. The term
self-index highlights the fact that T is not stored explicitly but it can be derived
from the FM-index.

The FM-index consists of a compressed representation of T bwt together with
some auxiliary information which makes it possible to compute in O(1) time
the value Occ(c, q) for any character c and for any q, 0 " q " n. The two
key procedures to operate on the FM-index are: the counting of the number of
pattern occurrences (shortly get rows), and the location of their positions in the
text T (shortly get position). Note that the counting process returns the value
occ, whereas the location process returns occ distinct integers in the range [1, n].

Algorithm get rows(P [1, p])

1. i ! p, c ! P [p], First ! C[c] + 1, Last ! C[c + 1];
2. while ((First " Last) and (i # 2)) do
3. c ! P [i $ 1];
4. First ! C[c] + Occ(c, First $ 1) + 1;
5. Last ! C[c] + Occ(c, Last);
6. i ! i $ 1;
7. if (Last < First) then return “no rows prefixed by P [1, p]” else return

(First, Last).

Fig. 2. Algorithm get rows for finding the set of rows prefixed by P [1, p], and thus for
counting the pattern’s occurrences occ = Last$First+1. Recall that C[c] is the number
of text characters which are alphabetically smaller than c, and that Occ(c, q) denotes
the number of occurrences of character c in T bwt[1, q].

Figure 2 sketches the pseudocode of the counting operation that works in p
phases, numbered from p to 1. The i-th phase preserves the following invariant:
The parameter First points to the first row of the BWT matrix MT prefixed by
P [i, p], and the parameter Last points to the last row of MT prefixed by P [i, p].Invariant is essentially that we could stop the search at any time and have the correct range.

Last := C[‘r’]+Occ(‘r’,6)
*C[‘r’]+Occ(‘r’,5) would give the row at which bwt[5] appeared as the first char
* If bwt[6]=’r’, then C[‘r’]+Occ(‘r’,6) would give the row at which bwt[6] appears as the first char.
* So you can think of C[‘r’]+Occ(‘r’,6) as giving the row at which the latest ‘r’ in bwt[1,6] appears as the first char.
* Note that the latest ‘r’ in the bwt col will be the latest ‘r’ in the first col
* Likewise for the First
* So the invariant is preserved by the update
* Note that if there’s no occurrences of the new char, First and Last cross, and search halts



Example: P[1..p] = ‘abra’ row
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• ith phase has invariant that [First, Last] is 
range of rows in M which have P[i,p] as a 
prefix

• start with i = 4, c = P[4] = ‘a’, 
• First = C[‘a’]+1 = 2, Last = C[‘b’] = 6
• c = ‘r’, then adjust [First, Last] interval based 

on new character

For example in Figure 1 we have LF (10) = C[s] + Occ(s, 10) = 12; and in fact
T bwt[10] and F [LF (10)] = F [12] both correspond to the first s in the string
mississippi.

The LF (·) mapping allows us to scan the text T backward. Namely, if T [k] =
T bwt[i] then T [k!1] = T bwt[LF (i)]. For example in Fig. 1 we have that T [3] = s
is the 10th character of T bwt and we correctly have T [2] = T bwt[LF (10)] =
T bwt[12] = i (see [3] for details).

2.3 The FM-index

The FM-index is a self-index that allows to e!ciently search for the occurrences
of an arbitrary pattern P [1, p] as a substring of the text T [1, n]. Pattern P is
provided on-line whereas the text T is given to be preprocessed in advance. The
number of pattern occurrences in T is hereafter indicated with occ. The term
self-index highlights the fact that T is not stored explicitly but it can be derived
from the FM-index.

The FM-index consists of a compressed representation of T bwt together with
some auxiliary information which makes it possible to compute in O(1) time
the value Occ(c, q) for any character c and for any q, 0 " q " n. The two
key procedures to operate on the FM-index are: the counting of the number of
pattern occurrences (shortly get rows), and the location of their positions in the
text T (shortly get position). Note that the counting process returns the value
occ, whereas the location process returns occ distinct integers in the range [1, n].

Algorithm get rows(P [1, p])

1. i ! p, c ! P [p], First ! C[c] + 1, Last ! C[c + 1];
2. while ((First " Last) and (i # 2)) do
3. c ! P [i $ 1];
4. First ! C[c] + Occ(c, First $ 1) + 1;
5. Last ! C[c] + Occ(c, Last);
6. i ! i $ 1;
7. if (Last < First) then return “no rows prefixed by P [1, p]” else return

(First, Last).

Fig. 2. Algorithm get rows for finding the set of rows prefixed by P [1, p], and thus for
counting the pattern’s occurrences occ = Last$First+1. Recall that C[c] is the number
of text characters which are alphabetically smaller than c, and that Occ(c, q) denotes
the number of occurrences of character c in T bwt[1, q].

Figure 2 sketches the pseudocode of the counting operation that works in p
phases, numbered from p to 1. The i-th phase preserves the following invariant:
The parameter First points to the first row of the BWT matrix MT prefixed by
P [i, p], and the parameter Last points to the last row of MT prefixed by P [i, p].Invariant is essentially that we could stop the search at any time and have the correct range.

Last := C[‘r’]+Occ(‘r’,6)
*C[‘r’]+Occ(‘r’,5) would give the row at which bwt[5] appeared as the first char
* If bwt[6]=’r’, then C[‘r’]+Occ(‘r’,6) would give the row at which bwt[6] appears as the first char.
* So you can think of C[‘r’]+Occ(‘r’,6) as giving the row at which the latest ‘r’ in bwt[1,6] appears as the first char.
* Note that the latest ‘r’ in the bwt col will be the latest ‘r’ in the first col
* Likewise for the First
* So the invariant is preserved by the update
* Note that if there’s no occurrences of the new char, First and Last cross, and search halts



Example: P[1..p] = ‘abra’ row

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

$abracadabra
a$abracadabr
abra$abracad
abracadabra$
acadabra$abr
adabra$abrac
bra$abracada
bracadabra$a
cadabra$abra
dabra$abraca
ra$abracadab
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• ith phase has invariant that [First, Last] is 
range of rows in M which have P[i,p] as a 
prefix

• start with i = 4, c = P[4] = ‘a’, 
• First = C[‘a’]+1 = 2, Last = C[‘b’] = 6
• c = ‘r’, then adjust [First, Last] interval based 

on new character

For example in Figure 1 we have LF (10) = C[s] + Occ(s, 10) = 12; and in fact
T bwt[10] and F [LF (10)] = F [12] both correspond to the first s in the string
mississippi.

The LF (·) mapping allows us to scan the text T backward. Namely, if T [k] =
T bwt[i] then T [k!1] = T bwt[LF (i)]. For example in Fig. 1 we have that T [3] = s
is the 10th character of T bwt and we correctly have T [2] = T bwt[LF (10)] =
T bwt[12] = i (see [3] for details).

2.3 The FM-index

The FM-index is a self-index that allows to e!ciently search for the occurrences
of an arbitrary pattern P [1, p] as a substring of the text T [1, n]. Pattern P is
provided on-line whereas the text T is given to be preprocessed in advance. The
number of pattern occurrences in T is hereafter indicated with occ. The term
self-index highlights the fact that T is not stored explicitly but it can be derived
from the FM-index.

The FM-index consists of a compressed representation of T bwt together with
some auxiliary information which makes it possible to compute in O(1) time
the value Occ(c, q) for any character c and for any q, 0 " q " n. The two
key procedures to operate on the FM-index are: the counting of the number of
pattern occurrences (shortly get rows), and the location of their positions in the
text T (shortly get position). Note that the counting process returns the value
occ, whereas the location process returns occ distinct integers in the range [1, n].
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(First, Last).

Fig. 2. Algorithm get rows for finding the set of rows prefixed by P [1, p], and thus for
counting the pattern’s occurrences occ = Last$First+1. Recall that C[c] is the number
of text characters which are alphabetically smaller than c, and that Occ(c, q) denotes
the number of occurrences of character c in T bwt[1, q].

Figure 2 sketches the pseudocode of the counting operation that works in p
phases, numbered from p to 1. The i-th phase preserves the following invariant:
The parameter First points to the first row of the BWT matrix MT prefixed by
P [i, p], and the parameter Last points to the last row of MT prefixed by P [i, p].Invariant is essentially that we could stop the search at any time and have the correct range.
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*C[‘r’]+Occ(‘r’,5) would give the row at which bwt[5] appeared as the first char
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* Note that the latest ‘r’ in the bwt col will be the latest ‘r’ in the first col
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* Note that if there’s no occurrences of the new char, First and Last cross, and search halts
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Step 2: Extract position in text 
of each occurrence

• Idea: since we have the BWT, we can 
get away with storing just a few of the 
elements of the suffix array 
permutation

• Can interpolate the rest

• Specifically, store every ~ log2 n 
elements of the permutation, ‘evenly 
spaced’

• Call these rows ‘marked’
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$abracadabra
a$abracadabr
abra$abracad
abracadabra$
acadabra$abr
adabra$abrac
bra$abracada
bracadabra$a
cadabra$abra
dabra$abraca
ra$abracadab
racadabra$ab



Getting occurrence 
position (cont.)
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acadabra$abr
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dabra$abraca
ra$abracadab
racadabra$ab

After the final phase, P prefixes the rows between First and Last and thus,
according to the properties of matrix MT (see Section 2.2), we have occ =
Last! First + 1. It is easy to see that the running time of get rows is dominated
by the cost of the 2p computations of the values Occ( ).

Algorithm get position(i)

1. i! ! i, t ! 0;
2. while row i! is not marked do
3. i! ! LF [i!];
4. t ! t + 1;
5. return Pos(i!) + t;

Fig. 3. Algorithm get position for the computation of Pos(i).

Given the range (First, Last), we now consider the problem of retrieving the
positions in T of these pattern occurrences. We notice that every row in MT is
prefixed by some su!x of T . For example, in Fig. 1 the fourth row of MT is pre-
fixed by the text su!x T [5, 11] = issippi. Then, for i = First, First+1, . . . , Last
we use procedure get position(i) to find the position in T of the su!x that pre-
fixes the i-th row MT [i]. Such a position is denoted hereafter by Pos(i), and
the pseudocode of get position is given in Figure 3. The intuition underlying
its functioning is simple. We scan backward the text T using the LF (·) map-
ping (see Section 2.2) until a marked position is met. If we mark one text po-
sition every !(log2 n/ log log n), the while loop is executed O(log2 n/ log log n)
times. Since the computation of LF (i) can be done via at most |"| computa-
tions of Occ(), we have that get position takes O(|"| (log2 n/ log log n)) time.
Finally, we observe that marking one position every !(log2 n/ log log n) takes
!(n log log n/ logn) bits overall. Combining the observations on get position with
the ones for get rows, we get [3]:

Theorem 1. For any string T [1, n] drawn from a constant-sized alphabet ",
the FM-index counts the occurrences of any pattern P [1, p] within T taking O(p)
time. The location of each pattern occurrence takes O(|"| log2 n/ log log n) time.
The size of the FM-index is bounded by 5nHk(T ) + o(n) bits, for any k " 0.

In order to retrieve the content of T [l, r], we must first find the row in MT

that corresponds to r, and then issue # = r ! l + 1 backward steps in T , using
the LF (·) mapping. Starting at the lowest marked text position that follows
r, we perform O(log2 n/ log log n) steps until reaching r. Then we perform #
additional LF-steps to collect the text characters. The resulting complexity is
O((# + log2 n/ log log n) |"|).

We point out the existence [6] of a variant of the FM-index that achieves
O(p + occ) query time and uses O(nHk(T ) log! n) + o(n) bits of storage. This

• Suppose i=2
• If row i happens to be marked, we’re 

done
• If not, move to the row where the 

previous character in the string appears 
as first character (i’ = 11)
• t tracks number of backward steps

• Keep moving backward until hitting a 
marked row



Step 3: extracting match 
text T[l,r]

• Go to lowest marked 
text position following r

• Backtrack as before to 
the rth row

• Then backtrack another 
r-l+1 steps to collect the 
characters of T[l,r]
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$abracadabra
a$abracadabr
abra$abracad
abracadabra$
acadabra$abr
adabra$abrac
bra$abracada
bracadabra$a
cadabra$abra
dabra$abraca
ra$abracadab
racadabra$ab



Computing Occ(c,k)

• Problem: we just have Z, the compressed version of Tbw

• General idea: split the compressed text into b buckets, b = n / 
log n
• Can decompose Tbw[1,k] into 3 substrings:

• Longest prefix of Tbw[1,k] with length a multiple of b2

• Longest remaining suffix with length a multiple of b
• Remaining suffix which is a prefix of BTi

• Sum occurrences of c over these substrings to get Occ(c,k)
• Requires some auxiliary data structures which occupy O((n/log 

n) log log n) bits, where n is length of text
• See pg 5,6 of Ferragina 2000 paper for details



Other operations on 
CSAs

• Authors also discuss how to maintain the 
data structure in presence of inserts and 
deletes



Conclusions

• Suffix arrays can be used in place of suffix 
trees for some applications

• Ferragina (2000) present a way to compress 
suffix arrays by exploiting the connection 
between suffix arrays and the BWT


